
Unit 8, Listening 2: Is It Possible to Be Too Clean?

Write the correct words and phrases in the blanks.

“You have to eat a lot of dirt ____________________.” That’s one of my grandmother’s old

__________. She ____________________ to my mother when, ________________________,

I _________________________ from the floor and __________. Or in the words of _________

___________________, “A little dirt _________________________.” These sound like very

_________________________ these days.

People now __________ a lot about ____________________ and _______________________.

They use ____________________ that kill germs and carry ____________________ in their

__________. Public bathrooms have electric towel machines and doors that ___________

____________________ so you ______________________________ anything. Some of these

“clean ideas” are __________, but research shows that we may be ______________________

____________________. Perhaps our grandmothers were right. We _____________________

so much about a little dirt. It’s _______________ that a little dirt doesn’t hurt us. It might even

______________________________. No one is saying that we should ___________________

or _________________________, but research shows that a little contact with dirt, germs, and

bacteria helps ____________________ their immune systems — our bodies’ ______________

__________ against disease.

Studies in Germany in the 1980s compared ______________________________. One group

lived ____________________, ____________________, and was around ________________

_______________. The second group lived ____________________, ____________________,

and spent _______________ with other kids. The children in the second group were also

__________. They _______________________ many times each day and often took _________

____________________ a day. Researchers found that children in the first group ___________



_____________ and ____________________ than the children in the second group. It seems

that this _________________________ with the “world around them” was in fact good for

children in the first group.

Asthma is a ____________________ that often affects _________________________. The

disease makes it __________ for a _______________________. There are _______________

_______________ for asthma. However, researchers believe that one cause might be the l

_________________________ with normal bacteria as a child. In Australia, some children with

asthma are actually taking “____________________” with some bacteria they “__________” as

babies.

We ____________________ also that not all bacteria cause disease. Some bacteria

_________________________. For example, they help us _________________________.

Bacteria ____________________ make compost to ______________________________.

Without bacteria, there can be _______________ on the __________. One researcher put it

like this: “I’m ____________________ we should be ____________________. I’m saying we

should be ____________________.”
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